CALL FOR PAPERS

International Conference 2020

SUSTAINABLE AGRICULTURAL DEVELOPMENT IN VIETNAM – EXPERIENCE OF ASIAN COUNTRIES (SDAVN)

Ho Chi Minh City, April 22-23, 2020

University of Economics and Law, a member of Vietnam National University in Ho Chi Minh City, in collaboration with Economists Club (Ho Chi Minh City Union of Business Association) and Universitas Islam Indonesia, is delighted to announce the 2020 International Conference focusing on SUSTAINABLE AGRICULTURAL DEVELOPMENT IN VIETNAM – EXPERIENCE OF ASIAN COUNTRIES which will be held at University of Economics and Law campus – No. 669, Quarter 3, Linh Xuan Ward, Thu Duc District, Ho Chi Minh City, Vietnam from April 22th to 23rd, 2020.

The Conference is a global platform that will bring together leading scholars, researchers and practitioners from around the world to discuss, collaborate, and exchange key topics and research findings in the field of economics to achieve Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs).

Main conference theme: SUSTAINABLE AGRICULTURAL DEVELOPMENT IN VIETNAM – EXPERIENCE OF ASIAN COUNTRIES

Agricultural sector plays a strategic role in the process of economic development of a country. There are many issues involving sustainable agricultural development that have to be addressed to increase the quality of life in developing countries as targeted by Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs): poverty and hunger, climate change, energy, consumption, marine resources, inequality, economic growth, ecosystems and environment, food security, social justice, industrial sustainability, good health and inclusive well-being, accountable and inclusive institutions, and the global partnership for sustainable development. Related to these issues, questions may be raised on how effective the role of sustainable agricultural development is in each country. This conference focuses on how to build strategies and
policies of sustainable agricultural development as well as inspires the participants to develop solutions and pathways to realizing SGDs.

**Tentative Sub-themes**

- Best practices, policies, and strategies for sustainable agricultural development in Vietnam and Asian countries;
- Agricultural sustainability and issues involving SDGs
- Sustainable agriculture and rural development
- International collaboration in transforming agricultural and rural production;
- Green agriculture;
- Agricultural sustainability and technology adoption;
- Agricultural production system and agribusiness;
- Demographic changes and production, consumption of agricultural products;
- Labor market and income in the agricultural sector;
- Agricultural finance;
- Other relevant topics.

We invite submission of abstracts and papers that reflect on the above issues from academics and practitioners. Please find below information about submitting your papers.

**DEADLINES FOR ABSTRACTS AND FULL PAPERS**

**Abstract Submission Guidelines**

Abstracts (no more than 300 words in English) for paper presentations, which should be sent as an email attachment to sdavn@uel.edu.vn not later than **January 9th, 2020**.

All abstracts should be no more than one-page long, single-spaced, and should include the following information: (1) author(s) name, title, institutional affiliation, and official address; (2) contact details (email and phone) of authors and/or corresponding author(s); and (3) title and abstract of presentation paper. The font should be Times New Roman and in 13pt size. After an anonymous evaluation, an official invitation will be sent no later than **January 16th, 2020**.

**Paper Submission Guidelines**

Full papers (no more than 8,000 words in English, APA citations) must be sent as an email attachment to sdavn@uel.edu.vn by **February 28th, 2020**.

The conference organizer will review all papers and the notification of acceptance will be announced after 15 working days since the full paper submitted. The full papers will be
published in an issue of the conference proceedings with ISBN and available online. Selected authors will be offered an opportunity to be published in the Special Issue of *Science & Technology Development Journal - Economics - Law and Management* with ISSN 2588-1051 (A sub-journal of Science and Technology Development Journal). Selection of articles will be based on a number of factors including, among other things, quality of research, originality, and style. Selected papers may be required to undergo further review and editing before actual publication.

A “Best Paper Award” will be awarded to the presenter who delivered the highest quality paper among the papers presented at the conference.

**IMPORTANT DATES**

- Deadline for abstract submission: January 9th, 2020
- Notification of acceptance: January 16th, 2020
- Deadline for full paper submission: February 28th, 2020
- Deadline for registration & payment: March 16th, 2020
- Conference Date: April 22nd - 23rd, 2020

**Registration and Fee**

Please complete the registration form which can be found from the conference’s website: [sdavn.uel.edu.vn](http://sdavn.uel.edu.vn).

Registration fee must be paid online as follows:

- Regular registration (early bird): 60 USD or 1,400,000 VND
- Regular registration (after March 16th): 70 USD or 1,600,000 VND
- Students: 50% reduction

Registration fee is used to cover proceedings with ISSN number, souvenir, lunches, tea breaks, conference certificates and other expenses. Registration fee will not be refunded for any reasons. More detailed information about the Online Registration will be available in early January of 2020.

When you finish the transfer, please email us at [sdavn@uel.edu.vn](mailto:sdavn@uel.edu.vn) for confirmation.

**For conference-related matters**, please contact:

Lily - Trinh Hoang Hong Hue, Ph.D., Faculty of Economics, University of Economics and Law, VNU-HCM, Email: [sdavn@uel.edu.vn](mailto:sdavn@uel.edu.vn); Website: [sdavn.uel.edu.vn](http://sdavn.uel.edu.vn)

**The Conference’s Organizing Committee**

**Professor Nguyen Tien Dzung, Rector**